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Welcome to the first edition for 2018. VMR Southport had one of the busiest holiday breaks
on the water. We normally attend to an average 60 calls for assistance on the water each month,
whereas we attended 126 in December 2017 and 131 in January 2018 in addition to crew training.
Our volunteer crew and radio operators were put to the test every day along with our First
Responder volunteers attending several urgent medical situations too.
Did you know that VMR Southport is a registered charity and donations over $2.00 are tax
deductible? Many corporations and businesses in Australia allow employees to donate to charities
through their payroll systems, giving an instant tax deduction. “Good2Give” is a system that many
companies use and VMR Southport is registered with “Good2Give” for donations. Please take the
time to check with your employer and start making regular donations to VMR today.
As you are reading this, you are about to attend, avoid or battle the traffic expected from the
Gold Coast hosting the Commonwealth Games. I have attended multiple traffic seminars and can
honestly tell you, there is no magic path as delays will be inevitable. In preparation for this event,
VMR has secured Marina Berths for two of our rescue boats at Runaway Bay and also arranged
for temporary parking for our volunteers. This is so we can respond to all emergency situations
without fear of traffic delays getting crews into the VMR base at the Spit.
Thanks for reading to the last line.
Till next time, see ya on the water
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TIME CRITICAL INCIDENT FOR
by Martin Hood
For a Green crew in January the day
started out like any other, with an unusually
high number of activations. Around midday,
we received a call from the Queensland
Ambulance Service (QAS) requesting we
activate to a person with a serious leg injury at
Wavebreak Island. No other Information was
known at that stage.
Within one minute, VMR vessel MARINE
RESCUE 1 with Skipper Jake Rudge and Crew
member Tom Sinclair aboard had departed
the VMR Base to meet up with Emergency
Paramedics at the Grand Jetty at Labrador.
Another VMR vessel MARINE RESCUE 3
also departed the Base with Skipper Trevor
Bellis, Crew member Sarah McFerran and
VMR Southport/QAS First Responders Martin
Hood and Martin Walsh aboard. Whilst making
our way to the scene, communications with
the Ambulance Communications Centre and
enroute paramedics was established, and an
exact location of the incident was confirmed.
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FIRST RESPONDERS
Four minutes after receiving the initial call
MARINE RESCUE 3 was on scene, offloading
the First Responders who were confronted with
a patient being assisted by a group of people,
with about 15 bystanders looking on.
It was quite a horrific scene with the
patient suffering multiple severe lacerations,
potential broken bones and an altered state
of consciousness, from an apparent propeller
injury. After receiving a quick briefing on the
situation, it was evident that the group of young
people had already attended to the patient in
a text book fashion. This was led by a young
student Police Officer, who had just completed
a First Aid Course the previous day. They had
used towels as bandages, and a ski rope as a
tourniquet / pelvic splint. As first aid training
states, a good early response can increase the
likelihood of a good outcome for a patient.
These people had certainly started the chain of
survival through their application of their First
Aid skills.
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This was truly a time critical case and the
pace in which things were unfolding and the
thought process that we had to go through to
control the scene was quite daunting.
Ten minutes after receiving that first call
MARINE RESCUE 1 was put sideways onto
the beach nearby the patient to offload the
paramedics and all their gear. By this time
Water Police were also on scene controlling the
situation and started the incident investigation
process.
Also very confronting on scene was the
bystanders’ reactions and the number of people
who had gathered around. We did ask some
of the people that were originally assisting
to remain attending to the patient, and others
to help by holding up blankets as a screen.
We also tried to move people away, but our
resources were stretched.
Managing a scene such as this can be
very challenging, however with the rapid
arrival of a number of Paramedics, who were

beginning to further assist the patient, gave
us the opportunity to request that some of the
bystanders retreat and move away, giving the
scene some privacy. While Paramedics worked
on assessing and preparing the patient, a man
approached the scene wanting to know why
a rescue helicopter hadn’t been called. He
was politely advised the situation was under
control and that a helicopter wouldn’t be
required at that stage. Soon after, we had other
bystander tap us on the shoulder, advising they
had noticed a second person was not looking
well. That person was quickly assessed and
treated for shock like symptoms and was
placed aboard MARINE RESCUE 1 for further
treatment
Meanwhile, MARINE RESCUE 3 was
requested to return to the Grand Jetty to collect
the Ambulance High Acuity Response Unit.

Thirty two minutes after receiving the first
phone call the patient was stretchered onto
MARINE RESCUE 1, along with the with five
treating Paramedics, for a return trip to the
Grand Jetty
We arrived back to a media entourage and
whilst we assisted with preparing the patient to
be loaded, and further treated in the Ambulance
vehicle, a senior Ambulance Officer briefed the
media on the incident.
As QAS First Responders our role is to
assist in providing the best medical assistance
we can, given the challenges and constraints
of operating in the marine environment. We
are fortunate to have seven QAS trained First
Responders amongst our crews at Volunteer
Marine Rescue Southport.
After any disturbing incident it is important
that the people involved are properly debriefed

and followed up to ensure their wellbeing.
The QAS did an operational debrief with us
and were extremely happy with the service
VMR provided in such a time critical incident.
Further debriefing and follow ups with the
people involved showed a good strong support
mechanism around our members
No one can prepare for these types of
incidents, however, remembering to remain
calm and to follow the basics of what you learn
in a basic First Aid course is a priority. The
initial actions of the first people on the scene
of this incident greatly assisted no further
worsening of this patient’s condition.
We believe the patient is making a good
recovery and are proud of the training VMR
volunteers put into action in response to this
incident.
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Notable
Jobs
by Glenn Norris

A

man contacted VMR recently to advise that he required First
Aid on a hand he had accidentally cut with a Stanley Knife.
A VMR First Responder was sent to the man’s vessel and found him
in extreme pain, with a very large gash from the top to the bottom
of the hand. The wound was cleaned and bandaged, pain relief was
administered, and a rendezvous with the Ambulance at the Grand
Hotel pontoon was organised. The man advised that he was making a
new fishing net and as he cut the attaching rope the knife slipped. He
contacted VMR later in the day to offer his thanks, reporting that he
received 19 stitches for his efforts.

V

MR Southport received a call on Boxing Day to assist the
owner of a vessel that had no propulsion near Wavebreak
Island. The vessels engine would start but when put into gear it would
stall. On arrival the VMR crew requested the man raise his engine from
the water. On doing so, a crab pot rope was removed from around the
propeller and the man was on his way.

A

crew was called on Christmas Day to assist a small half cabin
vessel that had broken down just inside the north wall of the
Gold Coast Seaway. On arrival the owner advised he had been fishing
the fast flowing outgoing tide for the past few hours and when ready to
leave his engine wouldn’t start. The VMR vessel attached a tow rope
and advised the man to lift his anchor. On his doing so the anchor rope
broke. Luckily the VMR vessel was in control of the tow. It would have
been a quick trip through the Seaway had VMR not been in attendance.

A

jetski owner called VMR recently to advise that he was
somewhere north of Couran Cove, tied to a green beacon,
without navigation lights on this craft, and was requesting assistance. As
it was approaching sunset a crew was activated hastily, whilst the VMR
radio room attempted to source a better location. The man then advised
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his mobile phone was running low on charge. The man and his jetski
was eventually found tied up to a houseboat near Millionaires Row. The
jetski was towed to Runaway Bay.

A

nother jetski owner also found himself in difficulty on the same
weekend when he became stranded in the mud behind Brown
Island. VMR arrived to find the man almost 150 metres from the channel
and with no hope of being rescued until the tide had risen significantly.
The man advised he was happy to sit and wait as it was his only option.
Approximately 5 hours later VMR were advised the man had managed
to float across to North Currigee campgrounds, however, his jetski had
ingested copious amounts of mud and would not run. VMR returned the
jetski and the owner to the Spit boat ramp.

T

he owner of a 65ft Cruiser called VMR on New Year’s Day to
advise his anchor winch had stopped working due to an electrical
problem, and he needed help to retrieve his anchor. He suggested eight
VMR people would probably be needed to help him with the lift, if they
were available. The man was quickly advised that his problem would
better be rectified by him finding a marine electrician who VMR would
transport to his vessel. On second thoughts, the man agreed with VMR’s
suggestion.

A

VMR crew handing out promotional material at the new
Broadwater boat ramp was called into action recently when a
loud crash was heard. A man launching his jetski had disconnected his
craft prematurely from the trailer winch and as he reversed his vehicle
down the slope of the boat ramp his jetski prematurely launched itself
onto the concrete boat ramp. Several other boat owners and the VMR
members assisted the man to lift his jetski back onto the trailer where his
embarrassment was evident. The jetski suffered significant damage.

Wave Monitoring Buoys:
Sensitive Types Best Avoided

For many of us, the study of waves is something we might
do when casting an eye out over the breakers to anticipate when
best to start paddling a surf board or crossing a bar – the former
being a fun pursuit and the latter a somewhat more careful safety
consideration for getting our boats out to a favourite fishing ground
or back to the harbour or boat ramp.
But for the Queensland government the study of waves is a much
more mathematically exacting matter with far-reaching consequences.
The government needs to study how waves impact our waters in all
kinds of weather so as to inform a wide range of people who rely on
knowing what the sea will do.
These include government agencies planning to protect lives and
property when, for instance, cyclones approach the coast. They also
include planners and engineers designing and building coastal structures,
captains and crew of ocean-going vessels needing reliable forecasts of
sea conditions from weather forecasters up to 48 hours in advance, and
businesses and agencies planning port activities.
A key method by which waves are studied by the Queensland
government is by the use of wave monitoring buoys such as the one
pictured here.
From a distance it might look like a buoy mooring and nothing
out of the ordinary. But it is what it has inside that means ‘out of the
ordinary’ and it most definitely is. It’s a kind of “VIP” among buoys
and, like many VIPs down through the years, a wave monitoring buoy is
a sensitive type best left alone.
Depending upon the model, inside it may be an accelerometer – a
finely calibrated piece of equipment that precisely measures the upand-down motions of the ocean surface. It is mounted on a horizontal,
stabilised platform suspended in a fluid-filled sphere in the bottom of the
buoy.
Alternatively it might be equipped with a GPS that receives satellite
signals as the buoy bobs up and down on the waves and uses its onboard
software to calculate the wave monitoring buoy’s relative movement
using the GPS Doppler principle.
That makes any disturbance or interference with the wave
monitoring buoy’s natural movement an issue of concern and something
the maritime community should be looking to avoid if at all possible.
Recently the Department of Science, Information Technology and
Innovation (DSITI), which owns Queensland’s wave monitoring buoys,
has become concerned that they are being damaged or compromised by
boaties.
This can happen in various ways, none of which necessarily involve
any intent by boaties to inflict damage.
Some vessels are colliding with the buoys, sometimes unaware
they are there in the first place. Others are using them as temporary
moorings, again probably unaware that even slight interference with the
natural movement of the buoys can skew the data they provide and have
unintended consequences.
Others, perhaps using them as handy references for a favourite
fishing spot, are anchoring too close, casting a line and inadvertently
fouling them with fishing tackle – interfering with their movement
or perhaps slicing through the rubber shock chord that is part of the
mooring system with fishing line. If that happens, the buoy floats free.

DSITI has approached Maritime Safety Queensland for help to
tackle this problem. While we have powers to assist in some ways –
such as by issuing a Notice to Mariners (no.402 of 2017), one of the
best methods we have at our disposal is to communicate with ordinary
boaties in a bid to raise their awareness about the issue. And, from
our point of view, what better way to communicate with responsible
mariners than through this publication?
As you will see, our Notice to Mariners provides the co-ordinates
for where wave monitoring buoys are located and advises mariners
to remain at least 100 metres clear of them. We’d like to think that all
responsible mariners would like to do the right thing.
Indeed, it is in boaties’ interests to do so. For instance, were
you aware that you can find real time conditions, provided by wave
monitoring buoys, before you go out on the water?
So, if you know that your intended course takes you in close
proximity to a wave rider buoy, please take care to ensure you give it
a wide berth. You could even take it a step further and, if you become
aware that a buoy has been damaged or is not in the area it is intended
to be, phone 3869 9516 or email coastal.sciences@dsiti.qld.gov.au to
report it.
Queensland’s weather forecasters, coastal engineers, port planners,
port service providers and recreational boaties will be the beneficiaries –
and that’s pretty much all of us, one way or another!
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by Graeme Kay

On the water or in the air, VMR Southport’s Graeme Kay
has it covered.
In addition to my five and a half year’s service as a Radio Operator
with VMR Southport, at both the VMR Base and the Seaway Tower,
I also volunteer with a group called the Fearless Flyers.
This group has been running courses designed to allay the fear
of flying in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Perth, since 1978.
The course operates over two weekends with a graduation flight
to Sydney and return on the second Sunday and is the second oldest
course in the world. We think it is the best!
My involvement as a member of a dedicated team of professionals
who conduct this course now exceeds 12 years. Other volunteers
also include a Psychologist, who I consider to be the backbone of
the course, an Aircraft Engineer, a Meteorologist, a Flight Attendant,
an Air Traffic Controller, an Airline Traffic Officer, and myself, as a
former Airline Captain with 35 years’ experience.
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In an attempt to give attendees as much information as possible
to alleviate some of their fears with flying, we all give presentations
covering our areas of expertise. I give several presentations including
the training involved to become a Pilot, plus the recurrent training and
checks required to maintain proficiency, and also a presentation on
how an aeroplane flies, and a look at systems and backup systems.
One thing we highlight in particular is the backups and redundancy
built into the industry as a whole to increase safety.
The success rate of these courses has been over 90% for many
years now, and it has given me a great deal of satisfaction to have
been able to help so many people overcome their fear of flying.
For anyone who is interested in the course, further information
can be found at
www.fearlessflyers.com.au

STAGE 3 OF DOUG JENNINGS PARK

MAKEOVER COMPLETE

Christmas arrived early for Gold Coast residents, with the official
opening of Stage 3 improvements to Doug Jennings Park on 17th
December 2017 following the Palaszczuk Government’s multi-million
dollar makeover.
Minister Mark Bailey officially opened the park with newly elected
Member for Gaven Meaghan Scanlon, and said that enjoying summer
days on our waterways has never been easier.
“As someone who spent my early years on the Gold Coast I have
terrific memories of summer days at the spit, so it’s fantastic to officially
open this significant upgrade to Doug Jennings Park,” Mr Bailey said.
“We want to encourage more people to enjoy our incredible parks
and waterways and Doug Jennings Park is the perfect place to spend
time with family and friends during the holiday season.
“This $2 million upgrade is consistent with local needs and
expectations, as described during the Palaszczuk Government’s Spit
Parklands community consultation.”
Member for Gaven and Assistant Minister for Tourism Industry
Development Meaghan Scanlon said that the upgrade has vastly
improved one of the Gold Coast’s most beautiful and popular
destinations for the benefit of all local residents and visitors.
“We now have 150 new native trees, 6 new beach showers, 5 picnic
tables, 4 bin enclosures, 3 drinking bubblers, 2 park benches, more car
park spaces and an additional Emergency Access Stairs,” Ms Scanlon
said.
“The upgrade also includes an improved ring road and a new
footpath running the length of the Seaway, ideal for a sunset stroll or
cycle.”

Gold Coast Waterways Authority (GCWA) CEO Hal Morris thanked
the community for its patience during construction works.
“We’re very pleased with the finished product. What a great gift to
the community just in time for Christmas,” Mr Morris said.
“The Gold Coast Waterways Authority looks forward to continuing
to upgrade the park with more minor improvement works planned.”
The total investment for the makeover of Doug Jennings Park, which
is managed by the GCWA, is $4.55 million.
For more information about improvements at Doug Jennings Park
visit the GCWA website: www.gcwa.qld.gov.au
Consultation on The Spit master plan is ongoing, with pop up
community engagement sessions being held throughout February and
March in Main Beach and Southport.
The project is being led by the Department of State Development,
Manufacturing, Infrastructure and Planning with input from Gold Coast
City Council and GCWA.
Information and updates on The Spit master plan are available
at https://planning.dilgp.qld.gov.au/
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Christmas/New Year
for VMR

by Glenn Norris

The 2017 / 2018 Christmas / New Year period was one of
the busiest on record for VMR Southport. Crews were kept on
their toes from Friday 22nd December through to Monday 15th
December, with in excess of 130 rescue activations performed over
this time. Activations ranged from towing broken down vessels
due to mechanical or lack of fuel issues, battery jump starts, and
ungrounding of vessels, through to providing transport for Emergency
Paramedics to medical incidents on the water and South Stradbroke
Island.
The weather was very favourable for boaties to be out and about,
with standing room only in certain parts of the Broadwater. Vessels of
all types, sizes and makes filled the waterways from sunrise to sunset,
making it an M1 of marine activity.
On several occasions all four VMR Southport Rescue vessels
were on activations at the one time and on one occasion three VMR
vessels were on the beach at the Spit boat ramp, after each having
towed broken down vessels into that location.
Given the huge number of jetskis (PWC) within the Gold Coast
region, making up approximately 25% of all vessel registrations, and
the additional huge number of these on the water during this time,
VMR Southport surprisingly assisted very few of these craft (less
than 10% of all activations).
The highest percentage of assists was made up of vessels in the
3 - 7.5 metre range, with a very low percentage of larger vessels, over
15m, assisted.
The Queensland Ambulance Service (QAS) were also kept busy
with marine activations. Usually averaging two to three requests for
assistance per month, one week saw 6 requests for marine transport
of Emergency Paramedics.
The nature of the incidents requiring attention was also somewhat
different to normal. VMR Southport and the QAS attend to a lot of
cases involving fractured bones (arms and legs), however there were
a lot more high acuity activations, including a patient having a heart
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ear ACTIVITATIONS
Southport 2017-18

attack, and two patients having allergic reactions. These patients were
rapidly conveyed to the mainland for transport to hospital.
The Queensland Fire and Emergency Services ( QFES ) also
requested assistance from VMR Southport on two occasions as a
result of calls for vessels on fire. On the first occasion, the situation
was all steam and no fire, and on the second occasion a small engine
fire had been extinguished prior to their arrival.
In addition to all this work on the water, our Radio Operators who
man the VMR Rescue Base and Gold Coast Seaway Tower ( SWT )
had their hands full with an extra large number of vessels transiting
the area, creating a huge workload. In good weather more than 150
vessels a day can log their journeys with the SWT, making large
amounts of radio traffic sometimes cram the airwaves. These Radio
Operators do a fantastic job and are commonly the first point of
contact in any emergency.
A couple of enthusiastic members also spent many hours
distributing membership and tide time brochures around boat
ramps in the area and plenty of boaties took up the opportunity to
become new members of VMR, while several renewed their expired
memberships. This is vital income to keep our operation running.
In perspective, nearly 10,000 hours of volunteer time was
contributed, 5000 litres of fuel was used, more than 500 people
were returned to safety, and only two complaints were received, one
because during a busy time we were unable to respond immediately
to a vessel with a flat battery, and the second because we were unable
to assist a houseboat which was unable to be ungrounded because
of its actual distance from water. The drunken, irate owner couldn’t
understand just dragging over the sand wasn’t an option.
Thank you to those people who we did assist and appreciated our
service, and an extreme thanks to all of the VMR Southport members
who got us through this period of extreme workload. Soon it will be
Easter and this will happen all over again, albeit for a shorter period.
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VMR Southport Base with
Marine Rescue 2
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Fisheries cleans up

abandoned crab pots

in Gold Coast waterways
Queensland Government
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries

Crabbing is one of Queensland’s
most popular forms of fishing, however
abandoned crab fishing equipment
can be a hazard to navigation and the
marine environment.

Queensland Boating and Fisheries Patrol
(QBFP) district manager Rob McDonald said
fisheries officers retrieved 82 unmarked and
derelict crab pots from Gold Coast waterways
in a recent operation to clean-up non-compliant
crabbing gear.
“The clean-up involved 6 vessels and
13 staff and took in the Broadwater from
Southport to Jumpinpin and associated
rivers and creeks at Coomera, Pimpama and
Coombabah,” Mr McDonald said.
“Many of the crab pots seized had either
been lost or abandoned, were in poor condition
buried in the sand or mud and appeared to have
been there for many months.
“Unfortunately, some pots were located
in the Coombabah fish sanctuary which is a
waterway closed to fishing.
“Abandoned crab pots run the risk of
trapping other non-target marine animals such
as turtles. Fortunately in this case, the pots only
contained a small number of fish.”
Mr McDonald said it was essential for
all recreational fishers to comply with the
laws relating to crabbing and to remove their
apparatus from the water when their fishing is
completed.
“The proper use of fishing gear is
ultimately the responsibility of fishers,” he
said.
“In tidal waters, no more than four crab
pots or dillies, or a combination of both, may
be used per person at any time.
“Crab pots and dillies must be marked by
an identifying tag showing the owner’s name
and address, with the owner’s name on the tag
or float.
“Crabbers should ensure their pots have
enough rope attached to the float so they are
not lost in strong tidal currents, but short
enough not to drift into navigational channels
and become a hazard to vessels.
“Fishers must ensure crab pots are set in a
sufficient depth of water at all stages of the tide
so that marine animals are not exposed to the
sun and unwanted crabs can be released alive.”
It is an offence for people to interfere with
crabbing apparatus they didn’t set, irrespective
of the equipment’s condition.

People who see suspected unmarked, lost or abandoned crabbing apparatus, should
record an accurate location of the equipment using GPS coordinates and report it to the
Fishwatch hotline on 1800 017 116.
For more information on responsible crabbing, visit www.fisheries.qld.gov.au,
call 13 25 23 or download the free ‘Qld Fishing’ smartphone app from Apple and Google
app stores.
Follow Fisheries Queensland on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram (@FisheriesQld).

Working
together
in your
community
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Look After It or Lose It

Rules on abandoned watercraft and powers of disposal
As the owner of a boat, it is your
responsibility to maintain it in a seaworthy
condition, equip it with the correct safety
equipment, and operate it safely. But what if
your boat is still suffering from an unfortunate
incident last summer? Or what if you have
been too busy to rescue it from being stranded
on a sand bar or lost in the mangroves? Or the
funds are running a little too low to do those
repairs? Maybe it is starting to cost more than
it is worth?
If your boat is looking a little worse for
wear, then it is your responsibility to bring
your vessel up to seaworthy condition, or to
remove it from the water. This may be costly,
or take time, but it is not only for your own
safety, but the safety of all other waterways
users.
Under Queensland maritime safety laws,
a shipping inspector can require that your
boat is surveyed and the necessary repairs
undertaken. Or, if it has gone too far, a
declaration of unseaworthiness may be issued,
and you will no longer be able to use your
boat. You can also be directed to remove your
boat from the water so that it does not pose a
hazard to navigation, or a risk of damage to
the environment or any other water users. Be
careful once you have received any notices
or directions, because if you do not comply
you can be penalised by fines and court
enforcement orders.
Now, it is not all doom and gloom. Take
a look at your boat. Do you have the correct
safety equipment? Is your boat seaworthy
and well maintained? Does it present a safety
risk? It might only take a couple of repairs for
you to be ready to take that fishing trip.
Maybe your boat is past the point where a
few repairs will solve the problem. It has been
moored down the creek, collecting water, and
rusting up for a little too long. It is still your
responsibility. If you cannot be identified as
the owner of the vessel, you might just find
that one day it will be gone.
If a derelict vessel represents a hazard
to navigation or may cause damage to the
environment, then the abandoned property
can be removed immediately and a seizure
notice advertised only afterwards. This
applies to abandoned ships, and also to any

part of a ship or other property. Unfortunately,
if it is neglected, sometimes a small boat can
cause a very big problem – possibly resulting
in fines, mandatory repairs, and massive
unexpected costs for the owner.
It is not just boats that are subject to
this type of regulation. Any watercraft can
be deemed to be abandoned property if it
is reasonably believed to be abandoned,
lost or stranded in Gold Coast waters
– whether it represents a hazard or not.
According to the definition of watercraft
in the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994,
this includes from boats and jet skis, down
to kayaks and surfboards. If property is
suspected to be abandoned, the Gold Coast
Waterways Authority will take reasonable
steps to locate the owner. If your property
is suspected to be abandoned and has been
removed, you can claim it back. But there
are expenses associated; it might just be
the cost of publishing a notice, or the costs
spent retrieving and storing your property. If
abandoned property is not claimed, or it is of
insufficient value to warrant the publishing
of a notice, then it may be sold or destroyed
– with the proceeds of any sale being used
to recoup some of the costs expended in
maintaining Gold Coast waterways.
The purpose of these powers is not to try
and take your kayaks or beloved tinnies. It is
so that, in a storm, a wayward vessel does not
come crashing into yours, only to find that the
owner cannot be identified and you are stuck
with the repairs; or that you are not having
to weave in and out of partially submerged
derelict dinghies hoping to save your new gel
coat from a nasty scratch. These laws exist for
waterways users and their property. So how
can you do your bit?
Remember that maintenance,
responsibility and care are key: Maintain your
boat and keep it seaworthy. Be a responsible
owner. Make sure your watercraft identifies
you as the owner with your contact details
– whether through current registration and
symbols, or owner’s label if not registered.
And take care of your property. Stow your
paddleboard or kayaks safely at the end of
the day.
By Anthony Stanton and Kendall Messer

Article courtesy of
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Simply put, GPS is a worldwide Radio
Navigation System that pin-points any position
on the surface of the earth via a Constellation
of 24 Satellites and their ground stations. As
the majority of the earth’s surface is covered
by water and given we are a Marine Rescue
Squadron , I will focus on Nautical Charts.
They can be either Paper or Electronic, and
when indicating a position on a chart, that
position is given in Latitude & Longitude.
Parallels of Latitude are circles north
or south of, and parallel to the Equator. The
Equator is 0° Latitude, and any other Degree
of latitude is defined as the angle subtended at
the centre of the Earth between the plane of the
Equator and that point on the Earths surface.
Meridians of Longitude are Semi Circles
joining the poles and intersect the Equator
at right angles. The Prime Meridian is the
meridian of longitude that passes through
Greenwich, London and represents O°
Longitude, and any other Degree of longitude
is defined as the angle subtended at the centre
of the earth between the Prime Meridian and
that point on the earth’s surface.
The Geographical Coordinates for any
position on the earth’s surface is described
by its Latitude north or south of the equator,
and by its Longitude east or west of the Prime
Meridian.
Where it gets quirky is that Coordinates
can be presented in a number of different
formats, the main ones are:
(1) Degree’s and Decimals of a Degree
(2) Degree’s, Minutes and Seconds and
(3) Degree’s, Minutes and decimals of a
Minute
The last (3) is the most commonly used
version.
Symbols and units of Measurement
should be discussed next so,
Symbols :- Degree’s = °, Minutes = ‘.
Seconds = “. North of the Equator = N or
+. South of the Equator = S or - . East of the
Prime Meridian = E or +. West of the Prime
Meridian = W or - .
Units of Measurement :- 1° (degree)= 60
Nautical miles. 1’ (minute) or
60” (seconds) = 1 Nautical mile or 1,852
meters.
The whole world is electronic now and
everyone it seems, has a mobile phone, and the

GPS

(Global Positioning System)
by Rex Scott

APP Store is just loaded with goodies including
Navigation, Mapping, GPS etc. Only problem
is most of those APP’s are written overseas and
if you’re asking for help locally, using a hand
held device and don’t understand and or fail to
communicate which format you’re using, or the
person on the other end doesn’t pick up on the
format your program is written in, then your
Coordinates could end up being somewhere
other than where you are at! Because
they are probably trying to interpret your
Coordinates in Degree’s and Minutes without
making the necessary calculations.
So here at the squadron base for VMR
Southport I had a moment to spare on Marine
Rescue 2 and pulled out the trusty Mobile. I
hit a popular APP called “ Emergency Plus “
Wow, fantastic !
It told me my address, my Coordinates,
and gave me the option to hit Police, Fire or
Ambo’s – Very Cool !
(1) My Coordinates on Emergency Plus
were - 27.95225° Lat. and 153.42399° Long.
So I made a note, and found another App
that some clever person had downloaded on my
phone called “Commander Nav “
(2) It said my Coordinates were
27°57’08” S Lat and 153°25’26” E Long.
(3) The Simrad Navionics Chart on
Marine Rescue 2 said my vessel Coordinates
were
S 27°57.134’ (Lat.) and E 153°25.440’
(Long.)

everything including Coordinates or, if you are
like me and like to do the maths then :Take (1) Degree’s and decimals of a
Degree, -27.95225° Lat. and 153.42399°
Long.
Don’t worry about the 27 and 153 Degree,
that’s constant. So we just need to convert
the Decimals of a Degree into Minutes and
decimals of a Minute.
There are 60 minutes in a Degree so simply
multiply the Decimals of the Degree by 60
to get Minutes. ie; .95225 x 60 = 57.135
Minutes. Do the same with the Longitude and
the Coordinates now read, S 27°57.135’ and E
153°25.439’
Check these against the Coordinates for
(3). Then :Take (2) Degree’s, Minutes and Seconds.
27°57’08” S and 153°25’26” E .
This time we already have Degree’s and
Minutes we want to keep, so we only need to
convert the Seconds to decimals of a Minute.
There are 60 seconds in a Minute, so using
the same value as before, except this time we
Divide the Seconds by 60 ie; 08” ¸ 60 = .133
Minutes. Do the same with the Longitude and
the Coordinates now read, S 27°57.133’ and E
153°25.433’
Check these against the Coordinates for
(3) and the only discrepancy worth noting is
the Longitude. The difference being .007 of a
Minute.

We know 1 Minute = 1 Nm so .007 x 1,852
= 12.96 meters.
Yep, I should spot you from there!
Note:- There are obvious triggers to
alert you to an error!
Take (1) -27°.95 DOH! (.95) that can’t
be Minutes! The biggest number here is 59.999
the next unit would make it -28°00.000’ and the
decimal point is in the wrong place as well.
Take (2) 27°57’ DOH! 57’ is Minutes but
that symbol should be at the end and a decimal
point in it’s place, so I know straight away their
talking Minutes and Seconds. Also a caller
could say, 27°5708 S totally leaving out the
symbols and the radio operator writes it down
as said, then add’s an extra 0. or the Coordinate
is entered by the skipper who add’s the 0 to
complete the field. Now the error is 1.2 Nm
or 2,222 meters.
Nah ! Not gonna spot
you from there in anything less than perfect
condition in daylight hours!
Note:- Queensland Police Service have
an exclusive software program called “ Rescue
Locate “. So long as you have signal and call
them for help, they can send you a link. You
simply touch the link and presto they have your
location .
That’s pretty Cool !
Remember, SAR stands for “ Search and
Rescue “. We can’t rescue you, if we can’t
find you!

They are all correct and these Apps are
brilliant provided you understand the
difference and no doubt the
emergency services are
used to working
with those formats.
And so are the
Volunteer Rescue
organizations provided you
give them all of the information!
And provided all the information is
correctly recorded.
The good news is that each of the formats
is very easily converted to the common one
used ie; (3)Degrees, Minutes and Decimals
of a Minute.
You can Google conversion charts for
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Grill’d restaurant at Biggera Waters runs a program called
Local Matters. It is a great way they raise some extra funds for
local community groups.
VMR Southport was selected last year to be a nominated
charity for the month of October and we received a financial
contribution of $100 from Grill’d.
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GCCM RESURRECTS

A COAST CLASSIC
From Rebecca Gay, GCCM

The 27-metre (88 feet) MV The Entertainer was a long-term yard
tenant of the Gold Coast City Marina and Shipyard (GCCM) last
year. At a brief glance, she seemed just a river ferry – a boat built to work
and looking not too dissimilar from the French barge boats. Yet she has
hidden depths and a distinguished heritage into which Couran Cove and
GCCM breathed new life.
Designed by notable superyacht designer, Phil Curran, who was
prolific in the 1990s and 2000s with a large portfolio of Oceanfast yachts,
MV The Entertainer is surprisingly built from wood. She is indeed
modelled after the classic French Riviera barges which cruise the canals
in continental Europe. Since her launch in 1988 she has been a resident
on the Gold Coast gently ferrying people to and from South Stradbroke
Island.
Fast forward to February of 2017 and she had sat fallow on the
hardstand at GCCM for a while when Steve Gibbs, Operations Manager
of Couran Cove, and his colleagues found her.
“It was touch and go as to whether to scrap her or resurrect her and
we clearly chose the latter as she has so much history on the Coast and we
didn’t want to lose that,” explained Mr Gibbs.
After consulting long-term tenant, Joe Akacich of Blackpond Marine
Consultants (aka Black Joe), an extensive list of external works was
devised and after nearly four months of concerted effort by the trades

at GCCM and the Couran Cove team overseen by Joe, she has been
relaunched.
“What is wonderful about this vessel’s story is that it goes back to
the old shipbuilding tradition of refitting and resurrection rather than
disposal,” said Mr Akacich.
Given her age and the time she had spent on the yard, she needed
sine planks replaced which called on the age-old wooden boat building
trades which are found on-site at GCCM. Then MV The Entertainer was
repainted plus completed a mechanical overhaul of her diesel Cummins
engines and jet propulsion. She also received significant upgrades to her
electrical system to adhere with current and stringent Australian standards.
“The facilities and the trades at Gold Coast City Marina and
Shipyard are second to none. We had a huge scope of works calling
on a wide array of trades. All of them were on-site and the work was
completed to the highest of standards,”
Now she looks a million dollars from the outside, she is in the water
and back to Couran Cove to complete her internal refit. Very shortly MV
The Entertainer will become the flagship of their six-strong fleet where
she will be used for day cruises, sunset cruises, weddings and luxury
private charters. It is proof quality lasts, craftsmanship still exists and
collaboration breeds great results.

MV The Entertainer

“Photographs supplied by courtesy
of Blackpond Marine Consultants”
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Senior Skippers at VMR Southport - L to R:
Greg Turner, Scott Gregory, Ken Gibbe, Merv Handley,
John Wise, Trevoe Park, Dave Macdonald.
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TRADE & SERVICES DIRECTORY

PLEASE SUPPORT THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT VMR SOUTHPORT

Evolution Sailmakers
Supporting local and visiting
sailors to the Gold Coast for
more than 30 years.

Performance Cruising and Racing Sails,
Sail Repairs, Lazy Jack Boom Bags,
UV Strip Replacement, Sail Furlers,
Blocks and Ropes.
Contact Graham Sherring: 55 377433
Email: info@evolutionaust.com.au
27/231 Brisbane Road, Labrador 4216
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